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By exploiting the advanced information and communication technologies, the current community healthcare systems provide
digital healthcare services. However, the current healthcare framework for senior citizen in outdoor environment faces new
challenges. The traditional healthcare systems are not efficient, and they do not comprise user-friendly devices and interfaces
suitable for the elderly in outdoor environment. Hence, in this work, we develop an outdoor healthcare system for community
senior citizens based on unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and Internet of things (IoT). Our system includes physical devices, wireless
and wired networks, cloud and data center, and smart terminals. Further, the analysis of the proposed healthcare architecture is
presented from the perspective of different layers, and an algorithm on UAV for creating high-speed communication channel and
delivering medicine is provided. In addition, the healthcare UAV, related devices, and friendly APPs are designed. The proposed
framework is evaluated by comparison with the current healthcare architecture. The emulating and experimental results show that
our proposed system can provide a high-quality wireless communication link even at large communication distances, and in real
testbed our proposal can reduce the response time by about 20% in comparison with the current methods.

1. Introduction

With the increase of life expectancy in many countries, the
continuously growing aging trends bring a dramatic increase
in the elderly population [1]. Specifically, most of the devel-
oping countries are facing a serious aging problem, andmore
and more senior citizens suffer from the acute conditions
such as blood pressure, heart disease, and fall-related injuries
[2]. On the other hand, inmost developing countries, most of
the younger generation move to big cities for work, and this
leads to a large number of old people living alone without
family. This has become a common phenomenon in many
developing countries, especially in China [3]. If a senior
citizen suffers from an acute disease or injury, especially in
outdoor environment, he/she must be treated immediately.
Hence, it is essential to develop economical, convenient, and
scalable communal healthcare systems, which can effectively
reduce the response time of outdoor healthcare services and
support the elderly community.

Providing an effective health system for senior citi-
zens is significant, especially for those suffering from acute

conditions. Therefore, increasing researchers focus on the
topic and propose a great deal of valuable works.The research
works in [4–8] focused on improving the healthcare systems
using technological advances.The presented architectures for
the communal healthcare systems are developed by introduc-
ing advanced digital technologies such as robot technology,
cloud computing, wireless communication, and IoT, into
the design framework [9, 10]. These new technologies have
contributed immensely to improving the existing healthcare
system and providing effective health services [11, 12]. How-
ever, the existing healthcare frameworks are still not suffi-
cient for providing an efficient service to the senior citizen
community. The existing healthcare frameworks show slow
first aid response time for the acute diseases or fall-related
injuries of elderly due to the environment, non-user-friendly
devices, traffic situations, and other obstacles.The three most
important aspects of the senior citizen community healthcare
system are as follows: (1) a fast response time for the first aid;
it is known that if a senior citizen suffer from acute disease,
the health system must respond within limited time; (2)
an effective communication equipment and communication
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scheme; communication system is the basement for the new
health framework, as effective communication equipment
and scheme can promote the efficiency of whole system; (3)
a set of user-friendly devices and user terminals. Lack of
friendly terminal and devices is harmful for the efficiency
and first aid response times. These new requirements bring
new challenges for developing a healthcare system suitable for
the elderly in outdoor environment, especially for response
time and an effective communication system. Unfortunately,
the traditional healthcare system cannot provide a fast access,
efficient means, and valid communications system, which
makes it difficult to meet the new requirements of the elderly
healthcare system.

With the development of advanced technologies, such
as smart robots, UAV, and wireless communication, it is
possible to develop a new healthcare system to meet the
demands of providing an efficient healthcare for elderly
people in an outdoor environment. As discussed above, the
existing healthcare systems are facing more challenges and
cannot meet the requirements of providing highly efficient
service and user-friendly devices and interface for the elderly
community in outdoor environment. Hence, in this work, we
propose a new outdoor healthcare system for senior citizens
community by introducing the UAV and IoT. Moreover, we
analyze the proposed healthcare architecture from the point
of view of four layers: devices, communication, cloud, and
terminal interface. Then, the proposed system is emulated in
the terms of first aid response time and data communication
delay in a simulation. A prototype is implemented using the
designed healthcare UAV, user-friendly devices, and a related
APP. Further, we build an experimental testbed and perform
the experiment in a campus environment. The experimental
results show that our proposed system can reduce the
response time and provide a high-quality communications
link. We believe that our work will shed light on outdoor
healthcare system for senior citizens and accelerate the
implementation of UAV and IoT-based healthcare services.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present
a summary of related works in Section 2. In Section 3, we
introduce the system architecture and design of our proposed
healthcare system for the elderly in outdoor environment and
proposed an algorithm for health emergent event.We present
the analysis of the proposed system and simulation and
experimental results in Sections 4 and 5. Finally, conclusions
of this work are given in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Combining advanced technologies to develop a smart health-
care system is an efficient method for providing an improved
healthcare for the public, especially for senior citizens in
modern society. These advanced technologies and systems
enhance the performance of the healthcare services sig-
nificantly. In this section, we review some of the related
works of recent advances in emergency care technologies and
healthcare systems.

2.1. Emergency Care Technologies. In [13], the authors
integrated the RFID technology, ZigBee technology, and

long-range wireless communication to build an emergency
care system. Similarly, a global system for mobile (GSM)
based smart wearable system with different sensors is
developed in [14]. The developed device is capable of
detecting sudden fall situations, cardiac abnormalities, and
hyper/hypotension. In [15], Robson et al. proposed a tool
called intelligent detection of arrhythmic heartbeats on elec-
trocardiograms (IDAH-ECG). The IDAH-ECG tool collects
data from an electrocardiograph to analyze and classify the
data to detect patterns of arrhythmic beats in the ECG signal.
In [16], the authors developed a location and emergency
monitoring system for providing emergency care to the
elderly. In [17], for predicting ambulance arrival time in an
emergency situation, a linear regression model based on the
information of weather, patient characteristics, lights and
sirens, daylight, and rush-hour intervals is developed, and it
was implemented as a Google maps web application.

From the perspective of application level, the novel
technologies for emergency care could be divided into three
categories: communication, data analysis, and data mining.
However, the existing works related to emergency care
technologies mainly focused on the healthcare service from
a prediction aspect, which suffers from two undesirable
drawbacks: real-time care deficiency and lack of emotional
care. By incorporating UAV, IoT, and video technology, our
proposed system can overcome these drawbacks.

2.2. Healthcare System. With the development of the infor-
mation and communication technologies, such as wireless
networks, cloud computing, data mining, and IoT, healthcare
systems havemade a great progress. In [18], a novel healthcare
system architecture is proposed. The proposed architecture
includes three components: collaborative data collection via
wearable devices, enhanced sentiment analysis and fore-
casting models, and controllable affective interactions. In
[18], a healthcare system based on cloud computing and
robotics is developed, and it comprises wireless body area
networks, a robot, a software system, and cloud platform.
Further, in order to improve the practicability of multime-
dia transmission in the healthcare system, the authors in
[19] proposed a novel scheme to deliver real-time video
through an improved UDP-based protocol. In [20], a cyber-
physical system for patient-centric healthcare applications
and services, called Health-CPS, is proposed. The Health-
CPS system is built based on cloud computing and big-data
analytics technologies. In [21] a new system based on IoT-
aware smart architecture is developed for automatic moni-
toring and tracking of patients, personnel, and biomedical
devices within hospitals and nursing institutes. In [22], the
authors proposed a new healthcare system based on second-
generation RFID systems characterized by the introduction
of encoding rules that are dynamically stored in RFID tags.

From the described summary of the existing health-
care systems, it can be understood that various healthcare
systems and devices are developed for accurately sensing
and collecting data related to physical and mental health of
users. However, there are several drawbacks for the existing
healthcare systems. Firstly, the current healthcare system
and the corresponding research mainly focus on a common
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Figure 1: Architecture of network for senior citizen community in outdoor environment.

system for everyone and lack specific concrete applications,
especially for senior citizen community outdoors. Moreover,
the existing research studies assume that the users move in a
limited range or at home. Obviously, this assumption is one
of the limiting factors. In addition, for a healthcare system, it
is important to have an efficient and real-time corresponding
medical emergency subsystem, particularly for the users in
emergency situations in outdoor environment. Nevertheless,
the current emergency healthcare system is influenced by
the position of hospital or medical center, buildings, and
traffic situation. Hence, in this work, we focus on UAV and
IoT- based emergency healthcare system for senior citizen
community in outdoor environment.

3. System Architecture

In our work, UAV and IoT will play a significant role in the
proposed healthcare system for outdoor environment. For
facilitating the discussion and analysis of the framework, we
divide the architecture of the outdoor healthcare system into
four layers: the multiple model physical layer, networks layer,
cloud layer, and the smart terminals (including UAV and
medical workers) layer. The data communication links the
four layers from the physical layer to the terminals. In the
proposed system, the healthcare UAV plays a bridging role
for information delivering during senior citizens and cloud
sever; meanwhile UAV deliver the medicine, bandages, and
emergency supplies. Therefore, in this section, after a brief
description of the proposed healthcare system, the healthcare
UAV subsystem is discussed.

3.1. Framework of the Proposed System. In the proposed
system, all of the status data should be gathered by the
sensor nodes and the outdoor system. Next, the data is
transmitted to the cloud and data center. Meanwhile, the
analyzed data can be sent to the smart terminals (e.g., doctors,
users, smart phones, and other smart devices). It can be seen
that the information exchange plays a significant role in our

proposed healthcare system; i.e., the communication network
supports the whole architecture. As shown in Figure 1, the
information exchange system could be divided into data
gathering layer, communication layer, cloud and data center,
and smart terminals (including UAV and medical workers).

(1)Multimodel DataGathering Layer.Thedata gathering layer
determines the types of data that need to be collected by
various devices in the system. The data gathering devices
could be divided into two types, namely, forecasting and
emergency devices. The body sensor nodes, the intelligent
bracelet, environment sensors, and other sensors form the
forecasting devices.The forecasting devicesmainly gather the
data for the general case and forecast the health condition
of the users. The emergency devices are responsible for the
emergency situations such as heart attack, hypertension, and
other acute diseases. The emergency devices include the
mobile phone, the outdoor help system node, RFID cards,
and other smart devices.

(2) Communication Layer. This layer is responsible for com-
munication between the cloud and smart devices, hospital
system, and the users. The communication layer uploads
and delivers the sensing data, control commands, and other
information. In the proposed system, the communication
media platform uses both the wired and wireless commu-
nication technologies. The wired network mainly deals with
the static nodes such as outdoor help system, real-time data
transfer, and situations with large amounts of data transfer.
For the mobile entities (such as the ambulance, UAV, medical
workers, and users), wireless communication technologies
such as Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi, LTE, and NFC are used in
the system.

(3) Cloud and Data Center. The cloud and data center
perform computing to match the users’ requirements and
store massive amount of information. Moreover, the cloud
and data center act as the processing module for all the
networks. In an emergency situation, the cloud and data
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center create the list of the key medicines and rescue devices,
by comparing the current information and the storedmedical
history records of a patient. The Hadoop software is used for
storing massive amount of user data. After data mining and
analysis, the results are delivered to users, nearby hospital,
medical workers, and other smart terminals based on the
priority of the message.

(4) Smart Terminals. The smart terminals are used to display
the related information and key data using messages, web
pages, or other application. This interface could provide an
intuitional, effective, personal, and visual result for the elderly
community and medical workers. The smart terminals can
be the mobile phone, the intelligent bracelet, and the display
system. For example, with the application software installed
on the smart phone, the user could check the monitoring
status of health conditions such as heart-rate, blood pressure,
and environment data. When real-time information is issued
from data server, the reminders will be driven by sound and
video.

3.2. Problem Formulation and First Aid Strategies Based on
UAV. In our system, two types of data traffic are considered:
(1) general data, where all of the data are delivered in
normal situation; namely, the elders are not in emergency;
(2), emergent data, where the data are delivered in emergent
situation, that is, the elders being in a critical situation.

Assume that there are 𝑛 senior citizens randomly dis-
tributed in𝐴 (𝐿,𝑊), where L andWare are length andwidth
of 𝐴. Let (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) be the position of the i-th senior citizen. For
the system model, given that a senior citizen (we use current
node 𝑖 which stands for the senior citizen) is falling into the
emergent situation at the time 𝑡0 and the first aid at time𝑡arrived. So, the first aid response time 𝑇 is

𝑇 = 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖V𝑒𝑑 − 𝑡0 (1)

Let the coordinate of medical center be (𝑥0, 𝑦0) and(𝑥𝑒, 𝑦𝑒) be the position of emergent event. Let 𝑙 denote the
length of path for ambulance from (𝑥0, 𝑦0) to (𝑥𝑒, 𝑦𝑒). So, the
direct length of medical center and emergent event site 𝑙d can
be described as follows:

𝑙𝑑 = √(𝑥0 − 𝑥𝑒)2 + (𝑦0 − 𝑦𝑒)2. (2)

To better understand the solution to a problem, establish
the relationship between l (real path length) and 𝑙𝑑, shown in
the following:

𝑙 = (1 + 𝛾) 𝑙𝑑 (3)

where 𝛾 is path length increase coefficient and the value of 𝛾
depends on different method for the emergent situation. So,
the first aid response time 𝑇 is formulated as follows:

𝑇 = 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒V𝑒 𝑅𝑄 + 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖V𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑀 + 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 (4)

where 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒V𝑒 𝑅𝑄 is the communication delay for the emer-
gency request information (ERI) arriving to medical center.𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖V𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑀 denotes the time of the ambulance arriving at

the emergent site; 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 is the data processing for
dealing with the healthcare emergent event. Moreover, in the
communication network, 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒V𝑒 𝑅𝑄 can be descripted as

𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒V𝑒 𝑅𝑄 =
𝑘∑
𝑗=1

( 𝑄
𝑉𝐶,𝑗 + 𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡,𝑗) (5)

where 𝑄 is the data size of ERI and 𝑉𝑐,𝑗 and 𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡,𝑗 are
communication rate and unload communication task time of
the 𝑗-th relay node. For easy understanding, let𝑉𝑐,𝑗 and 𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡,𝑗
have the same value; namely, 𝑉𝑐,𝑗 = 𝑉𝑐, 𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡,𝑗 = 𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡. So, (5)
can be reduced to

𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒V𝑒 𝑅𝑄 = 𝑘( 𝑄𝑉𝐶 + 𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡) (6)

Let 𝑉𝑚 be the speed of ambulance. It is known that there is
a relationship between real path length (l) and ambulance
moving speed (𝑉𝑚), as shown in the following:

𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖V𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑀 = 𝑙
𝑉𝑚 . (7)

So, formulation (4) can simplify into

𝑇 = 𝑘( 𝑄𝑉𝐶 + 𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡) +
𝑙
𝑉𝑚 . (8)

As discussed above, in the emergent situation, we hope to get
the minimum response time (MRT). So, the problem ofMRT
can be formulated as (9):

min 𝑇 (9)

s.t. 𝑙 ≥ 𝑙𝑑 (10)

𝑉𝑚 ≤ 𝑉𝑚,max (11)

0 ≤ 𝛾 ≤ 𝛾max (12)

𝑄 > 0 (13)

(𝑥0, 𝑦0) , (𝑥𝑒, 𝑦𝑒) ∈ 𝐴 (14)

𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡 > 0, 𝑉𝑐 > 0 (15)
where formulations (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), and (15) are
the constraints of length of medical center and emergent
event site, and ambulancemoving speed, path length increase
coefficient, data size of ERI, position of emergent event,
communication rate, and unload communication task time,
respectively.

On the grounds of the processing of dealing with the
healthcare emergent event and the above discussion, problem
(9) can be decoupled into the following three subproblems, as
being formulation as

min𝑇 = min (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒V𝑒 𝑅𝑄 + 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖V𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑀 + 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠) (16)

According to formulations (6) and (7), the optimal problem
(9) can be further simplified into (17)

min𝑇 = min (𝑘) ( 𝑄𝑉𝐶 + 𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡) +
min (𝑙)
𝑉𝑚

+min (𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠)
(17)
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Require: Q, 𝑉𝑐, 𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡, 𝑉𝑚, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝑃𝑟,min
Ensure: HEA FLAG
(1) 𝐻𝐸𝐴 𝐹𝐿𝐴𝐺 ← 0, 𝐸𝑅𝐼 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑔[𝑛] ← 0
(2) for 𝑖 = 1:n do

Read ERI flag[i]
(3) if ERI flag = 1 & 𝐻𝐸𝐴 𝐹𝐿𝐴𝐺 = 0
(4) Read the ERI
(5) Acquire the position of emergent event (𝑥𝑒,𝑖, 𝑦𝑒,𝑖)
(6) 𝑙𝑑 ← √(𝑥0 − 𝑥𝑒,𝑖)2 + (𝑦0 − 𝑦𝑒,𝑖)2
(7) 𝑃𝑡(𝑖) ← 𝑃𝑟,min + 𝛼 + 10𝛽 lg(𝑙𝑑)
(8) Create the direct wireless communication between (𝑥0, 𝑦0)

and (𝑥𝑒,𝑖, 𝑦𝑒,𝑖).
(9) Cloud and data center analysis the information
(10) Healthcare cloud server give the key medicines and rescue

devices for the 𝑖-th patient
(11) Ambulance UAV carrying the key medicine and rescue

devices directly to the emergency location
(12) end if
(13) if UAV arrived at the site (𝑥𝑒,𝑖, 𝑦𝑒,𝑖)
(14) Create the high-speed communication channel
(15) Download data from Current Node (𝑖, 𝐷)
(16) end if
(17) 𝐻𝐸𝐴 𝐹𝐿𝐴𝐺 ← 1
(18) End for
(19) Return 𝐻𝐸𝐴 𝐹𝐿𝐴𝐺

Algorithm 1: First aid in emergent situation based on UAV.

In other words, for getting the first aid response time
T, we can reduce the relay number of 𝑘 and decrease the
real path length 𝑙. Furthermore, in wireless mobile network,
the receiving power 𝑃𝑟 must satisfy the following inequal-
ity:

𝑃𝑟 = 𝑃𝑡 − 𝛼 − 10𝛽 lg (𝑅) ≥ 𝑃𝑟,min (18)

where 𝑃𝑡 is transmitting power; 𝑅 is the wireless commu-
nication radius; 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the attenuation at reference
distance and the path loss exponent, respectively; 𝑃𝑟,min is
the minimum receiving power for wireless communication.
For solving the first subproblem (min(𝑘)), we can create
the direct wireless communication between (𝑥0, 𝑦0) and(𝑥𝑒, 𝑦𝑒).

So, for acquiring the minimum data exchanging time, we
can turn the first subproblem into searching the minimum
transmitting power.

min𝑃𝑡 = 𝑃𝑟,min + 𝛼 + 10𝛽 lg (𝑙𝑑) (19)

According to the above analysis, we propose a novel
strategy for dealing with the health emergent event. For
dealing with problem (9) with constraints of (10)-(15), we
proposed the new healthcare system by using UAV, IoT, and
cloud server. The strategy is shown in Algorithm 1.

Our proposed algorithm is explained as follows. When
a senior citizen is in an emergency condition, he/she and
the finder could send the request (ERI flag[i]) for help by
using the outdoor help network terminal, intelligent bracelet,
and other smart terminals (shown using the red line in

Figure 2). Once the network receives the emergency request
information, it creates a real-time wireless channel to deliver
the information. By comparing the current information and
the recorded history, the cloud and data center can give infor-
mation regarding list of the key medicines and rescue devices
for the patient.The hospital data center drives the ambulance
UAV carrying the keymedicine and rescue devices directly to
the emergency location (𝑥𝑒,𝑖, 𝑦𝑒,𝑖). Meanwhile, the cloud and
data center inform the nearest medical workers and doctors
requesting assistance at the site. When the UAV arrives at
the emergency location, the wireless link will establish a
connection with the hospital center, medical workers, and
doctors. Meanwhile, the related emotional music will play,
and the video phone will be linked, according the specific
situation. Then, the finder and the nearest medical worker
could give a medical care.

As shown in Algorithm 1, when UAV arrived at site, UAV
will create the high-speed wireless channel for delivering
video or other key data. Our proposal can reduce the
data processing time by adopting cloud server f. Let 𝑉𝑐 be
the wireless communication rate and D be the volume of
delivering data. So, we can get the communication delay, as
shown in

𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 𝜃𝐷𝑉𝑐 (20)

where 𝜃 is the average number of hops for delivering data𝐷.
It is easily known that in our proposal we use UAV to create
two hops for finishing the data transmitting.
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Figure 2: The outdoor healthcare system for elderly community. The red line shows the emergency situation case.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Parameters values Parameters values
(𝑥, 𝑦) (0,0) 𝛼 -30
𝛾𝐻𝑆𝑈𝐴𝑉 0 𝛽 2
𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝐻𝑆𝑈𝐴𝑉) 10 s 𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑅𝑇𝑀𝐸) 10 s
𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑆𝑀𝐻𝑆) 100 s 𝜃𝑅𝑇𝑀𝐸,𝜃𝑆𝑀𝐻𝑆 2, 4
𝑄 1Mb 𝑃𝑟,min -100 dBm
𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑖𝑡 1ms 𝑟𝑇𝑀𝐻𝐶 1∼2
𝜃𝐻𝑆𝑈𝐴𝑉 1 𝑙𝑑 100∼1000m
𝑉𝑐 1Mb/s 𝑉𝑚 2m/s
𝐷 100Mb∼1000Mb 𝑅 50m

4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we will evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed healthcare architecture and algorithm by comparing
with traditional method in terms of first aid response time
and communication delay.

The strategies are simulated in related software. Without
loss of generality, we assume that the healthcare center is at
the origin of coordinate system (namely, (𝑥, 𝑦) = (0, 0)).
The distance between emergent healthcare event position and
origin of coordinate system will increase for evaluating the
performance index. For easy reading, we use HSUAV which
stands for our proposedmethod andRTMEand SMHSwhich
stand for the healthcaremethod in [23] and [24], respectively.
In the simulation setup, let speed of the ambulance vehicle

of HSUAV, RTME, and SMHS be 2m/s. The details of the
remaining parameters are listed in Table 1.

The simulation results of first aid response time and
communication delay in different healthcare frameworks are
given in Figure 3. The first aid response time total time
consumption is the best standard metric for different archi-
tecture. It is known that, with increase of 𝑙𝑑, the first aid
response time𝑇 of the three strategies will be added, as shown
in Figure 3(a). However, HSUAV will use less time than
RTME and SMHS.When 𝑙𝑑 = 1000m,HSUAV can reduce by
30 % and 48 % first aid response time comparing with RTME
and SMHS. In other words, in our proposal framework, we
can get a higher efficiency for healthcare emergent event.

Similar performance results of communication delay can
be observed in Figure 3(b). In general, communication delay
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Figure 3: First aid response times and communication delays in different ways.

of HSUAV, RTME, and SMHS will increase with the rising of
transmission data volume. The results in Figure 3(b) indicate
that HSUAV has the smaller average time consumption for
data delivering. In short, our proposed method outperforms
the traditional framework in terms of first aid response time
and communication delay.

5. Experiment Testbed

5.1. Healthcare UAV Subsystem. The ambulance UAV is used
in the platform for reducing the response time. The UAV
could directly fly to the emergency site, without being affected
by the traffic situation. In order to implement the UAV
system, dual-microprogrammed control units (MCUs) are
used, as shown in Figure 4. Using PWM (Pulse Width
Modulating, PWM), the MCU controls the motor, and
propellers. At the same time, air velocity (MS-5611), work-
ing current, and voltage could be monitored by corre-
sponding sensors. Further, using the universal asynchronous
receiver/transmitter (UART) and serial peripheral interface
(SPI), the UAV MCU configures and controls the GPS
and wireless communication module for remote controlling
(433MHz DTU).

The sub-MCU connects the UAV MCU using the I2C
interface. The sub-MCU accesses the loudspeaker, camera,
SD card, ambient light, and environment sensors for the
corresponding information. When the UAV flies to the
emergency site, the main MCU sends a signal from the site
and then the sub-MCU begins to work. At first, the sub-
MCU establishes the wireless communication links with the
hospital data center and the doctor. Next, some emotional
music and conversations will be sent by the program pro-
cessed in the sub-MCU. Further, the sensing data, images,
videos, voice, and other key parameterswill be sent to the data
center and other related devices.

On the one hand, the sub-MCU could receive the
emergency commands from the wireless module. When an
emergency command is received by the hospital data sever,
after being equipped with correspondingmedicine and based
on the patient information, the sub-MCU sends the GPS
position data to the main UAV MCU. The main UAV MCU
will fly to the emergency site. On the other hand, when the
UAV arrives at the site, it could transmit the real-time video
to hospital, ambulance, andmedical workers. Meanwhile, the
UAV can play music and sound to alleviate psychological
pressure. In some special situations, the doctor could give
assisted help by the remote video communication from the
hospital. It is important to note that the wireless communica-
tion link can be supported by outdoor help system network,
Wi-Fi, or LTE.

5.2. Implementation of Prototype. In this section, we briefly
introduce an effective UAV and IoT-based healthcare service
prototype developed for testing in a smart campus use case
scenario as shown in Figure 5.This prototype system includes
serval smart devices, such as cloud data center, wireless
nodes, and display screen. Meanwhile, a four-axis UAV is
used as the ambulance UAV. The UAV is equipped with
different sensor nodes and devices, such as GPS, wireless
modules, and different kinds of sensors.ThemainUAVMCU
is equipped with an 8-bit ATMEGA2560-16AU microcon-
troller unit with AVR architecture, a 256 KB RAM memory,
and a CPU with 16MHz speed. The sub-MCU board is
used for supporting the functions described above. In our
ambulance UAV, for reducing the energy consumption, a
32-bit ST STM32F427VIT6 microcontroller unit with ARM
Cortex-M4 architecture, a 2048 KB of flash memory, a 256
KB RAMmemory, and a CPU with 168MHz speed are used.
Wireless communication capabilities are provided by the
IEEE 802.15.4 TI (CC2530) chip with the working frequency
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of 2.4GHz. Hence, a simple ZigBee network is established on
the campus.

The smart terminal software is developed based on
the android development kit with the android operating
systemwith version 4.5.The emergency situation information
and the collected sensory data can be displayed on smart
phone by the corresponding application. Figure 6 shows the
environmental data and body physiological data captured by
various sensors in a visualization chart. Figure 6 shows a set

of screenshots of the medical application used on the phone,
the application has the option to display GPS position, emer-
gency message, heart-rate, and blood pressure information.
Figure 6(a) shows main page of the user terminal, and it
includes various parameters such body temperature, heart-
rate, location, and environmental data. The histogram of
averaging humidity per minute is also displayed as shown in
Figure 6(b). Furthermore, the body temperature illustration
is shown in Figure 6(c).
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Figure 7: Comparison of reaction time for different systems.

5.3. Experiment Results and Analysis

First Aid Reaction Time. For assessing the reaction time
performance of our proposed healthcare system, a com-
parison between the proposed system and other traditional
architectures is carried out in our campus. We assumed that
the UAV and the traditional medical ambulance have the
same speed of 36 Km/h. We choose three different distance
points as the emergency sites as shown in Figure 7(a).
Figure 7(b) illustrates the comparison result. From the figure,
our proposed system can reduce the response time by 20%.
Our proposed system has a fast reaction time compared to

RTME. Results show that the proposed system outperforms
the traditional architectures, which can be easily affected by
building, traffic, and road network. However, the UAV could
fly directly to destination without any obstacles.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the outdoor healthcare system
for senior citizens in emergency situations. For reducing the
response time in case of an emergency situation, a healthcare
system based on UAV and IoT is designed. The proposed
system can provide real-time help to the senior citizens in
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outdoor emergency situations with the help of the UAV.
Moreover, it can also deliver the emergency information
using the communication networks and assist specialist or
medical workers. The proposed system includes four func-
tions: sensing, communication, data processing, and medical
aid. Since we used a UAV in the system, the proposed
system is a closed loop system. Moreover, we discussed the
communication architecture of the proposed system from
the perspective different layers. Finally, a testbed for the
outdoor healthcare system has been presented and functional
validation and performance validation are presented. The
experimental results show that the proposed system outper-
forms the traditional emergency care system architectures.
Simulation and experimental results show that the proposed
system outperforms the current architectures, which can
be easily affected by building, traffic and road network.
However, the UAV could fly directly to destination without
any obstacles.

Data Availability

The simulation results data and experimental data can
be accessed from the website, https://pan.baidu.com/s/
1HVw1xZ2VLrpoLW6W8tuskw, or acquired from the corre-
sponding author upon request.
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